We present the results of the spectral analysis of a sample of short bright γ-ray bursts (GRB) detected by BATSE and compare them with the average and time resolved spectral properties of long bright bursts. While the spectral parameters of short GRBs confirm, as expected from previous works based on the hardness ratio, that they are harder than long events, we find that this difference is mainly due to a harder low energy spectral component present in short bursts, rather than to a (marginally) different peak energy. Intriguingly our analysis also reveals that the emission properties of short GRBs are similar to the first 1 s of long events. This might suggest that the central engine of long and short GRBs is the same, just working for a longer time for long GRBs. We find that short bursts do not obey the correlation between peak frequency and isotropic emitted energy for any assumed redshift, while they can obey the similar correlation between the peak frequency and isotropic emitted luminosity. This is consistent with (although not a proof of) the idea that short GRBs emit a γ-ray luminosity similar to long GRBs. If they indeed obey the peak frequency -isotropic luminosity relation, we can estimate the redshift distribution of short bursts, which turns out to be similar to that of long ones.
Introduction
The possible existence of different classes of GRBs was considered since their discovery, and the strongest evidence for different populations is their bimodal duration distribution, with ∼1/3 of 'short' events with a mean duration of ∼0.3 s, and the majority of 'long' events with mean duration of ∼ 20 s (Mazets et al.1981 , Kouveliotou et al. 1993 , Norris et al. 2000 . Further support to such a bimodal behavior emerges from the analysis of their spectral and temporal properties: short bursts seem to be harder than long ones (Kouveliotou et al. 1993) and their distributions of pulse width, separation and number of pulses per bursts also indicate that the two classes might be physically distinct (Norris et al. 2000) .
The distinction between short and long bursts has been also considered as indication of the existence of two distinct progenitors. The current models for the production of GRBs can be divided in two categories: the merger of two compact objects (Goodman 1986 , Eichler et al. 1989 , Paczynski 1990 , Mészáros & Rees 1992 , Katz & Canel 1996 and models involving the core collapse of massive stars (Woosley 1993 , Vietri & Stella 1998 , MacFadyen & Woosley 1999 . If the duration of the GRB emission (as predicted by the internal shock model -see e.g. Piran 1999 for a review) is linked to the duration of the inner engine activity, short bursts might be more easily produced by the merger of compact objects (Ruffert & Janka 1999) while Send offprint requests to: G. Ghirlanda; ghirland@mi.iasf.cnr.it.it the core collapse of massive stars would give raise to long duration GRBs.
While the properties of long events (e.g. redshifts, broad band spectral emission and evolution, environment etc., see Hurley et al. 2003 for a recent review) have been unveiled with increasing details, the understanding of short bursts is still limited. So far the characterization of the spectral properties of short bursts detected by BATSE has been based on the comparison of the ratio of the fluxes emitted in different (broad) energy bands (Cline et al. 1999; Yi-ping Qui 2001) . The spectrum of long GRBs, typically represented by smoothly connected power laws, is different for different bursts (Band et al. 1993) and it may also considerably evolve in time within the same burst (Ford et al. 1995 , Crider et al. 1997 ). This complex behaviour compels to consider the complete spectrum of any GRB with high time and spectral resolution in order to describe and compare the emission properties of long and short bursts. Clearly the main difficulty when fitting short burst spectra is their low signal to noise ratio due to their small duration. Paciesas et al. (2001) compared the spectral parameters of short and long bursts obtained from spectral fits: they found that in short bursts the low energy spectral index and the peak energy are harder than in long events. However, the time resolution (2 s) of the spectra used to describe the class of short bursts was much larger than their typical duration (0.3 s).
Also the distance scale of short GRBs is still a matter of debate. Their spatial distribution seems to be consistent with low redshift sources (e.g. Magliocchetti et al. 2003) , but nothing is directly known due to the lack of any redshift measurement (except for the very recent case of GRB 020531 at z=1.0, Kulkarni et al. 2002 , Lamb 2003 . On the other hand, possible correlations among the spectral properties of long bursts have been recently claimed (Amati et al. 2002 , see also Yonetoku et al. 2003) and confirmed by the Hete-II long GRBs and X-Ray Flashes (Lamb 2003a) . These relations might be key in explaining the still obscure energy conversion mechanism operating in long GRBs and it is thus interesting to investigate whether similar correlations also hold for short bursts.
The spectral analysis of short/bright GRBs and the comparison of their spectral properties with those of long events are the aims of this work.
Sample selection and spectral analysis
From the BATSE on-line catalog 1 we have selected bright short (T 90 ≤ 2 s) events as those with a peak flux (computed on the 64 ms timescale and integrated over the energy range 50-300 keV) exceeding 10 phot cm −2 s −1 . The hardness ratios of these 36 selected short GRBs, computed over the energy ranges 1=25-50 keV, 2=50-100 keV, 3=100-300 keV, are HR 21 = 1.65 and HR 32 = 5.9. These values are larger than the corresponding HRs of the population of long bursts ( HR 21 = 1.56 and HR 32 = 3.8), in agreement with the hardness-duration relation (Kouveliotou et al. 1993 ). The average fluences (for energies ≥ 25 keV) of the selected short GRBs is ∼ 6.2 × 10 −6 erg s −1 (i.e., only a factor ∼ 2.5 lower than for long bursts).
We analyzed their spectra using the Large Area Detector (LAD) data and applied the standard spectral analysis technique (e.g. Preece et al. 2000, hereafter P00) . Each spectrum was fitted over the energy range ∼ 30 keV -1.8 MeV. Due to their short duration, the minimum integration time (S/N limited) of the LAD spectra is typically ∼ 0.2 − 0.4 s, so that we could analyze in most cases one single spectrum per short GRB. In 8 cases out of 36, the spectrum had a low S/N over the entire energy range which resulted in poorly constrained best fit parameters. These cases were not included in the final sample. In one case the analysis was not possible because of missing data. The final sample of analyzed short bursts is thus composed by 27 events.
For the comparison of the spectral properties of short and long bursts we considered the on-line spectral results of the catalog of long BATSE bursts of P00. Although the selection of these bursts was not based only on their peak flux (as for the selected short bursts) they are still representative of the class of bright/long GRBs.
Spectral results
The spectrum of the selected short bursts is in most cases well fitted by a single power law with an exponential cutoff at high energies. The spectral parameters are the low energy power law photon index α and the peak energy E peak (in keV) of the EF E spectrum. This model fit resulted in a lower reduced χ 2 and 1 http://cossc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cossc/batse/ in better constrained spectral parameters compared with the Band function, single power law and broken power law models. Moreover, in most cases the statistics in the high energy channels of the spectra is too poor to constrain the high energy power law component of the Band model (Band et al. 1993) .
Tab. 1 2 lists our selected bursts, together with the spectral results. There is no evidence for any correlation between α, E peak and the burst duration represented by the T 90 parameter given in the BATSE catalog of Paciesas et al. (1999) .
Although the short duration of most bursts (T 90 ∈ [0.104, 1.8] s) does not allow a time resolved spectral analysis, in 5 cases we could extract at least two (in one case even three) time resolved spectra within the T 90 interval. In these cases we found a common hard to soft spectral evolution similar to that found in long bursts (Ford et al. 1995) : both the peak energy and the low energy spectral index α soften with time. In 6 short GRBs the low energy spectrum is harder than the limit of the optically thin synchrotron model α ∼ −2/3 (Katz 1994) and in two cases is even harder than a flat photon spectrum. A similar fraction of long bursts violating these limits has been found in the population of long GRBs (Crider et al. 1997 , P00, Ghirlanda et al. 2003 ).
Short vs Long GRBs
We compared the spectral properties of our short GRBs with those of the 156 long ones in the P00 spectral catalog.
For the time integrated spectral parameters of long bursts we computed the average values. The distributions of α and E peak for long and short bursts are reported in Fig. 1 . Long bursts have an average peak energy ( E peak = 305 ± 22 keV) marginally smaller than that of short events ( E peak = 355 ±30 keV) which is widely spread between a few keV and a few MeV. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test gives a probability that the two samples have similar average peak energies of ∼10%. A more significant diversity results from the comparison of the distributions of α: the average values are α = −0.84 ± 0.15 and α = −0.58 ± 0.10 for long and short GRBs, respectively, with a KS probability of 4.1% for the two distributions being equal. This result suggests that the typical hardness-duration relation, discussed for the BATSE bursts on the basis of their hardness ratio (Kouveliotou et al. 1993 , Cline et al. 1999 , Yi-ping Qui 2001 is caused more by a difference in the low energy spectral slope than by a different peak energy. This conclusion is further supported by the search of correlations between the hardness ratios and the spectral parameters of our short bursts, which only revealed a significant trend of harder α for larger HR 32 (Spearman's correlation coefficient r ≃ 0.6 with null hypothesis probability of 10 −3 ).
The average spectral parameters give only an indication of the spectrum, which is likely to evolve in time, in all its spectral parameters (e.g., α, E peak etc.) and with a unpredictablesimple or extremely complicated -time behavior (Crider et al. 1997) . Therefore, in order to test the tantalizing hypothesis that the spectrum of short bursts is similar to the initial emission phases of long events, we considered the time resolved spectral parameters reported in the P00 catalog relative to the first 0.3, 0.5 and 1 s since the burst onset. The shortest time interval corresponds to the median duration of short bursts in the BATSE catalog, while the longest one to the minimum of the bimodal duration distribution (short+long) (Paciesas et al. 1999) .
In all cases we computed the spectral parameter distributions, their average values and the probability of similar distributions (KS statistics). The results are reported in Tab. 2. The spectrum of short bursts as described by α and E peak , is more similar to the first 1 s of long events, with a high KS test probability (80% and 23% for E peak and α, respectively). Another appealing possibility is that short bursts might be similar to the peak spectra of long bursts (i.e. they represent the 'tip of the iceberg' in the long GRB light curve). To this aim we extracted from the P00 spectral catalog only those spectra accumulated around the peak with an integration time (centered around the peak time) at least as long as the average duration of short bursts (0.3 s). From the average values and from the KS probability we conclude that short bursts are still spectrally different -especially for the E peak value -from the peak of long GRBs (see Table 2 ).
The energy and luminosity of short bursts
To further test the relationship between short and long GRBs, we considered the recently found spectral correlations for long GRBs. From the analysis of a sample of long bursts with known redshift detected by BeppoSAX, Amati et al. (2002) claimed a correlation between E peak and the equivalent isotropic energy E iso in the source reference frame. A similar result was found from a sample of BATSE bursts (Bloom et al. 2000) and also recently confirmed by the Hete-II long bursts, with the inclusion in the sample of 2 X-Ray Flashes which extend this relation to low intrinsic energies (Lamb et al. 2003a ). Moreover Yonetoku et al. (2003) claim an even stronger correlation between the isotropic luminosity L iso and E peak of the BATSE and BeppoSAX samples.
If short GRBs are similar to long events they might satisfy the above correlations. However, the redshift of short bursts is unknown (except one case, Kulkarni et al. 2002) due to the lack of afterglow detections. Thus we can only verify whether the observed spectral properties of short bursts, scaled in the source rest frame (for any z), are consistent with the above correlations. In other words, from the spectral fits of short bursts we can derive the peak energy (E obs peak -in keV) and the fluence (F obs -in erg cm −2 ) integrated over the same band used by Amati et al. (2002) and Bloom et al. (2000) , i.e. 1 keV -10 MeV. These can be converted in the source reference frame for any redshift: E iso (z) = F obs (4πD 2 L )/(1 + z), E peak (z) = E obs peak (1 + z) and L iso (z) = F obs × (4πD 2 L )/T 90 [for cosmological parameters (H 0 , Ω Λ , Ω m ) = (65, 0.7, 0.3)]. These are compared with the relation E iso ∝ E 1.93 peak found by Amati et al. (2002) for a redshift range 0.001-10, in Fig. 2a . The same was done for the luminosity L iso (z) (Fig. 2b) .
We find that for any given z (up to 10) short bursts (except for 2 cases) populate a region below the E iso -E peak correlation of long GRBs (solid line in Fig. 2a ). The luminosity (Fig. 2b ) of short events is instead consistent with the correlation (solid line in Fig. 2b) proposed for long bursts (Yonetoku et al. 2003) . Following the spectral results suggesting that short GRB might be similar to the first ∼ 1 s of long ones, we scaled the L iso -E peak correlation (computed for the peak spectra of long events) to the first second of their emission (see Fig. 2b ) by considering the typical ratios between fluxes and E peak estimated at the peak and those integrated over the first second. The curves of L iso (z) of short bursts are still consistent with this relation. Although neither obvious nor unique to interpret, these results are at least consistent with the hypothesis that the luminosity of short GRBs is comparable to that of long bursts within the first seconds, with instead a lower isotropic equivalent energy. In this case the different duration might be responsible for a lower total energy emitted in short bursts.
Under such hypothesis it is also possible to tentatively infer the redshift distribution of (our) short bursts by assuming that they satisfy the L iso -E peak correlation. The resulting z distribution (Fig. 3) is similar to that of long events (with measured redshift), although short bursts seem to extend to somewhat larger z ( z ∼ 2.5 compared to ∼ 1.5 for long ones -but clearly selection effects, i.e. optical afterglow detectability for long bursts above redshift 5, should be considered).
Such results and considerations cannot exclude other possibilities, e.g. E iso of short and long events might still be comparable if the collimation angle is larger in short bursts. In this Amati et al. (2002) for long bursts. Curves show the intrinsic E iso and E peak of short bursts assuming a variable redshift. b): isotropic luminosity vs peak energy in the source frame. The solid line represents the relation reported by Yonetoku et al. (2003) for long bursts, while the dotted line is the same relation scaled for the the first second of the emission of long bursts (see text). Curves represent the intrinsic L iso and E peak of short GRBs assuming a variable redshift. Fig. 3 . Redshift distributions for the sample of short bursts (solid line) deduced from the L iso vs E peak plane. For comparison we report also the z distribution of long bursts (dotted line) collected from the J. Greiner public archive (http://www.mpe.mpg.de∼jcg/grbgen.html).
case however L iso of short bursts would be much larger than that of long GRBs.
Conclusions
We selected a sample of short bright bursts from the BATSE catalog and performed a standard spectral analysis in order to characterize their spectrum. No correlation was found between the spectral parameters and the global properties (duration and flux) of these bursts. The low energy spectral index α is distributed between -2 and small positive values and the peak energy E peak is between 20 keV and 2 MeV. Similarly to long bursts (P00), some short bursts have a low energy spectrum harder than the optically thin synchrotron limit.
The comparison of the spectral properties of short and long GRBs (P00 spectral sample) revealed that: (i) the higher hardness of short GRBs with respect to long events (typically described in terms of fluence hardness ratio) is the effect of a harder low energy spectrum rather than of a marginally different peak energy; (ii) the spectral properties of short bursts are similar to those of the first 1 s of long GRBs. Short bursts are then harder than the time-average spectra of long GRBs, but their properties are compatible with a similar mechanism operating at the beginning of all bursts, independently of their duration. Some differences in the dynamics of the central engine (e.g. fallback of pre-GRB ejected material) might be responsible for the different timescales of emission in short and long bursts.
Short bursts cannot obey the energy-peak frequency correlation found for long bursts (Amati et al. 2002 , Lamb et al. 2003a ), but they could obey the similar correlation found by Yonetoku et al. (2003) between the luminosity and the peak frequency. This may suggest that short bursts have the same luminosity, but lower total energy, than long bursts. If this is the case the redshift distribution inferred for the short bursts of our sample is similar to that of long events. Alternatively, short bursts might have a lower isotropic equivalent energy due to a larger collimation angle, but in this case their luminosity would be much larger than that of long GRBs. 
